For an effective radiotherapy treatment with external beams it is essential to know the tumour's position. To accurately localise a tumour interfractional and intrafractional organ movement have to be taken into account. With a global rigid registration of the planning and the treatment CT data, the target volume and the actual isocentre may be found in the treatment data set. However, this approach may not be precise enough. To improve the accuracy, a local registration of a volume of interest (VOI) was performed. At the Clinic for Radiotherapy of the University Würzburg, several tools were programmed in order to create a localisation software for clinical use. Among them: retrieve images from different DICOM servers, a GUI for the VOI definition, the local registration capability with output of the target's translation and rotation relatively to an external fiducial system. We carried out 180 tests with our application utilising eleven pairs of CT-CT volumes. We found that in 75% of the cases, the local registration covers the region of interest better (62%) or at least as good as the global registration (13%).
Introduction
An important issue for an effective treatment of cancer with external beam radiotherapy is the accurate localisation of the tumour. Because a treatment consists of several sessions and the whole course of treatment course may take some weeks, there are many factors that may make it difficult to locate a tumour. For instance, the patient's position on the therapy couch may not be identical in each session. Also, loss of weight, different filling of bladder or rectum, or respiratory movement can displace tumours laying in the lung or abdomen. Therefore, interfractional and intrafractional organ movement have to 1* This work is supported by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft and is part of the Program 1124 "Medizinische Navigation und Robotik". † Work supported by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. be taken into account to follow the tumour's position [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Interfractional movement can be tracked using CT data of a patient. Prior to a treatment the target is delineated in a 3D patient model obtained from a CT. The beams and the isocentre are planned on the basis of this planning CT. Before a treatment is executed a new CT is achieved with a Philips Tomoscan located in the therapy room. This is to capture patient's actual position. By means of a registration of the planning and the treatment CTs the tumour's position can be verified and appropriate adjustments for the radiation therapy can be taken.
In this paper, we present a local rigid registration application to identfy interfractional movement. As part of a project for navigated radiotherapy of the Clinic for Radiotherapy of the University Würzburg and the Medical Applications Research Group of the Technical University in Munich this application was programmed in order to make a localisation software for clinical use.
Related work
The purpose of image registration is to find the spatial correspondence of two images. This correspondence is such that it maps the coordinates of an image to the coordinates of the other. Image registration is a central research matter and there have been several reviews on this topic, among them [6, 7] .
Van Herk et al. [8] proposed a method where the user has to manually mark some organ contours in order to get a rigid registration describing prostate motion. The method we present in the next paragraphs also uses rigid transformations. It requires user intervention to mark a region of interest in a plan volume. As output the program localises this region of interest in a therapy dataset, returns placement of the region of interest between the two volumes and also returns transformation describing this motion
Method

Global Registration
In a first step, a global rigid registration is carried out. The planning CT image is retrieved from a DICOM server and the treatment CT from the Tomoscan in the therapy room. The application receives as input the planning and the treatment volumes and starts the registration. A rigid registration aims to find a rigid body transformation consisting of translations and rotations between two images.
There are several advantages of using a rigid body transformation. Such a transformation has only six degrees of freedom, therefore the registration can be solved by a modern PC in a short time. The search of an appropriate transformation between both volumes can be driven by similarity measures dependent only on image information, like mutual information [6] .This means, that there is no need for additional information, like user defined landmarks or segmentation and the process is carried out automatically. However, there are some disadvantages of this model. A global rigid body registration can not provide an accurate solution for tumour motion. The distance between any two points after applying a rigid transformation is preserved. Although, this is the case for anatomical structures like bones, this in not necessarily true for more flexible body parts, like intern organs, soft tissue or the spine. These cases can not be modelled with a global rigid registration.
Local registration
To improve the accuracy of the global registration in our software, a local registration is carried out in a second step. The planning CT may have marked a region of interest (ROI) around the tumour or it can be provided by the user with the mouse. Using the global transformation, a "search region" is defined in the treatment CT to be centred in the mapped coordinates of the ROI's centre and to have twice the size of the ROI. The ROI and the search region are registered again with a rigid transformation and the result is used to calculate the coordinates of the target.
This local registration provides a better localisation of the target. Because both volumes are from the same patient and were acquired within few days, big changes in shape and tumour's position are not really expected. Thus small local movements can be captured by the local registration.
The coordinates of the target can be calculated with the resulting local transformation. The patient lying on the treatment couch may have skin markers, which are easily identified in the treatment volume. These markers establish a coordinate system. The program can calculate the coordinates of the target and isocentre in terms of this coordinate system.
Results
We carried out 180 tests with our application with eleven pairs of CT-CT volumes. These volumes correspond to the thorax, neck, head and pelvis. In most of the cases the local registration seems to deliver an improved result by visual inspection of the global registration alone.
A quantitative comparison of both methods was also carried out. To have a quantitative performance measure, we examined the differences between the region of interest in the plan volume and the two resulting images from the therapy volume. In this way, we compared how well a resulting image covered the original region of interest. In our tests, we found that in 75% of the cases, the local registration covers better the region of interest (62%) or at least as good as the global registration (13%). The other 25% corresponds to body parts with higher flexibility, like the spine. In these cases both the local and global registration performed poor, because such movements can not be captured by a rigid body model.
Discussion
For body parts where local deformations may take place, non-rigid registration may deliver better results [9, 10] , but at a more expensive time complexity. The program is a valuable tool in the radiotherapy praxis. The required CT images can be retrieved from different DICOM servers. The user can select with the mouse a region of interest in the planning volume or the program reads it from a file. With this information the program finds automatically the region of interest in the treatment volume, it gets the tumour's current coordinates and provides the transformation used for the registration. If the result is not satisfactory, the user can mark with the mouse the target in the treatment volume and the program calculates its coordinates. In our tests, the local registration needed 20 to 60 seconds (depending on ROI's size) on a PC Pentium 4 with 512MB RAM running at 2.4 GHz.
Conclusion
We have presented an application for tumour localization. This application calculates tumour's coordinates when the patient lies on the treatment couch. After an automatic initialization the user provides a ROI in the plan data. The new coordinates of ROI in the therapy volume are calculated. Because this is done in few seconds, this program is appropriate for user interaction.
For some body parts, big changes in shape and position are not expected, because both datasets are made within few days. Although nonrigid models could provide more accurate coordinates in more flexible body parts, like neck, they are also more time consuming. In such situations, the user has the option of manually mark the target, and the program calculates its coordinates. Therefore the application using a local rigid registration method provides an acceptable compromise between time and accuracy.
The registration and DICOM files retrieving applications are part of a joint project for navigated radiotherapy of the Clinic for Radiotherapy of the University Würzburg and the Medical Research Group of the Technical University in Munich. They form the basis for future developments, treating intrafractional organ movement. The trajectory of the target within the respiratory cycle can be found by means of local registration from dynamic CT scans. Correlating the data with a real time signal of the respiratory cycle, the control of a treatment machine will be possible
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